SUMMER 2017: RPM SHOWS HIT A WHOLE NEW LEVEL!

YOOOOO, MY GUYS. It me, Alessandra your RPM/Electronic Music Director here to give you the MOST FIRE list of shows coming to Tucson and Phoenix this summer (June- August). You are not going to believe what Relentless Beats [1] has in store for us this season! So...prepare yourself...because it is about to get LIT in here!!!!!!

WHAT SO NOT

**WHEN:** FRIDAY, JUNE 30TH, 2017

**WHERE:** THE PRESSROOM in PHOENIX, AZ @ 9PM


---

DEORRO

**WHEN:** SATURDAY, JULY 1ST @ 8PM

**WHERE:** THE RIALTO THEATRE, TUCSON, AZ

TRAPFEST TUCSON 2017

WHEN: FRIDAY, JULY 14TH @ 8PM
WHERE: CLUB XS, TUCSON, AZ

TRAPFEST TUCSON 2017

WHEN: SATURDAY, JULY 15TH @ 8PM
WHERE: THE PRESSROOM, PHOENIX, AZ
JUSTIN MARTIN

**WHEN:** FRIDAY, JULY 14TH

**WHERE:** SHADY PARK, TEMPE, AZ


GREEN VELVET

**WHEN:** FRIDAY, JULY 28TH

**WHERE:** THE PRESSROOM, PHOENIX, AZ

KAYTRANADA

**WHEN:** FRIDAY, AUGUST 11TH @ 9PM

**WHERE:** THE PRESSROOM, PHOENIX, AZ

GET YO TIX HERE: http://relentlessbeats.com/events/green-velvet-the-pressroom-072817/

FILET MIGNON TOUR—AAZAR, POINT POINT, & DOMBRESKY 😍

**WHEN:** SATURDAY, AUGUST 19TH @ 9PM
WHERE: MONARCH THEATRE, PHOENIX, AZ


JACKAL + LUCA LUSH

WHEN: SATURDAY, AUGUST 26TH @ 9PM

WHERE: MONARCH THEATRE, PHOENIX, AZ